Cookware

Double Wall Food Transport Container

The double wall food container is designed to carry up to 30 litres of hot or cold food. The double wall provides insulation during transport, ensuring the food arrives fresh and ready to use. The container also comes with three internal, 10 litre pots, enabling you to carry three different types of food at the same time. A special lid form prevents leakage and spillage.

Location/environment | TURKEY/INDOOR
Product | COLD ROLLED STAINLESS STEEL
Fabrication process | DEEP DRAWING, SATIN POLISHING AND POINT WELDING
Grade/surface | 304/SATIN FINISH (HAIR LINE 360 GRADE)
Material thickness/diameter | 1.00 MM INNER AND OUTER WALL, 0.80 MM INTERNAL POTS
Weight | 9.7 KG
Competing material | ALUMINIUM
Date of completion
Manufacturer | OZTIRYAKILER METAL GOODS
Material supplier
Source of information | PASDER
Remarks